As the Microsoft 365 suite keeps adapting and evolving to help you secure your data from external threats and comply with regulatory and legal compliance standards, navigating this broad range of features and options can be daunting. Choosing the right place to begin and understanding how to map organizational imperatives to security and compliance features remain some of the most common challenges with Microsoft 365 governance.

Govern 365, a SaaS product designed specifically for your Microsoft 365 suite, simplifies Microsoft 365 governance. It is an extensible Digital Adoption, Protection, and Compliance platform for Microsoft 365 and beyond, and helps you achieve the right balance between user empowerment and administrative control. With Govern 365, you can institute fine-grained protection, and compliance policies with minimal administrative burden through automation, pre-configured forms, and templates.

Ready to improve your Governance in Microsoft 365?
Request a demo and get started today!

**Protection**
- Automatically protect your content in workspaces using Sensitivity labels
- Share files easily with both internal and external users without the fear of data exfiltration
- Manage users access to files easily using AD Groups
- Bulk Label and upload files into protected workspaces

**Compliance**
- Get a regularly updated tenant-wide overview of your workspaces and content, including protection status, metadata, and activity trends using deep content inventory features
- Manage the content lifecycle through regular recertification and smart disposition using mechanized lifecycle capabilities, thereby limiting undue future

**Experience**
- Provide Hero Admins complete control over the workspace request experience using templates
- Intuitive self-service creation process
- Powerful and customizable provisioning wizard and forms
- Ability to set every setting and enable every feature using advanced provisioning pipeline processes, ensuring governance, brand standards, and protection compliance.

**Why Govern 365**
- Secures your sensitive information and IP using Microsoft Information Protection
- Manages your content lifecycle using recertification and smart disposition capabilities
- Enabled with your standard Microsoft 365 licences
- Device agnostic, works across all platforms, resolutions, & orientations
- Quick to deploy, easy to use and zero on-going maintenance

**Request a Demo**